Viewing My Contribution to a Wiki

**Step 1.** To begin Click on Wiki from the course menu.
Step 2. Then open a Wiki by clicking the title.

Step 3. On the Wiki top page click on My Contribution from the action bar to view your wiki contribution.
Step 4. The page version column displays all your created and edited pages.

Step 5. When the versions are compared the differences between any versions and its previous versions are shown in the User’s Modifications column.
Step 6. Click **Compare to Version 1**

Step 7. The comparison details tab is basic information about the two versions of a Wiki page side by side.
Step 8. Click the **Legend** link to view how one version is changed in comparison to one another.
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*Use the Legend tab to understand how one version was changed in comparison to the other version of this Wiki page.*

Step 9. Added Text is highlighted in green.
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*Use the Legend tab to understand how one version was changed in comparison to the other version of this Wiki page.*

Step 10. Removed Text is red and has a stripe line on the words.
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*Use the Legend tab to understand how one version was changed in comparison to the other version of this Wiki page.*
Step 11. Added Image is highlighted green with a plus sign on it to indicate it’s an addition.

Step 12. Removed Image is highlighted pink with a stripe thru pattern.

Step 13. You can click on the X-button to allow for more room to view the page.

Step 15. You can check the time and date as to when your Wiki Contribution was last modified on the Created On column.

Step 16. You can also check any word added, deleted or edited on the Words Modified column.

You have completed how to view Contribution to a Wiki.